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Lunch QuestionsLunch Questions
1. 1. Could the church ever beCould the church ever be
completely digital?completely digital?

2. 2. How is social media helping toHow is social media helping to
create, nurture, and maintaincreate, nurture, and maintain
communities of faith? OR Doescommunities of faith? OR Does
social media hinder the creatingsocial media hinder the creating
and sustaining of “real” Christianand sustaining of “real” Christian
community?community?

3. 3. What assumptions aboutWhat assumptions about
embodiment do you bring to yourembodiment do you bring to your
faith? What does “being embodied”faith? What does “being embodied”
mean to you?mean to you?

4. 4. Have you experienced realHave you experienced real
connection and a “real presence”connection and a “real presence”
(the ability to be yourself) in a virtual(the ability to be yourself) in a virtual
or digital space? How are thoseor digital space? How are those
connections different from thoseconnections different from those
you foster or create face-to-face?you foster or create face-to-face?

5. 5. What are some aspects of humanWhat are some aspects of human
relationships and churchrelationships and church
community you want to reserve forcommunity you want to reserve for
face-to-face interactions? What areface-to-face interactions? What are
some that are served just as well orsome that are served just as well or
better through digital mediation?better through digital mediation?
Why?Why?
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6. 6. Many people worry thatMany people worry that
proliferating new media platformsproliferating new media platforms
are making us more distracted andare making us more distracted and
disconnected. We can barely paydisconnected. We can barely pay
attention to the people we are withattention to the people we are with
because we are busy checking ourbecause we are busy checking our
email or updating our Facebookemail or updating our Facebook
status on our smartphones. Whatstatus on our smartphones. What
does our theology have to say aboutdoes our theology have to say about
the practices of paying attention inthe practices of paying attention in
the age of distraction?the age of distraction?

7. 7. Dr. Kathryn Reklis, AssistantDr. Kathryn Reklis, Assistant
Professor of Modern ProtestantProfessor of Modern Protestant
Theology at Fordham University,Theology at Fordham University,
states, “The work of evaluatingstates, “The work of evaluating
whether or not a human connectionwhether or not a human connection
is real of whether a humanis real of whether a human
interaction is good requires moreinteraction is good requires more
than assessing if it is virtuallythan assessing if it is virtually
mediated or not.” Do you agree withmediated or not.” Do you agree with
this assertion? Why or why not?this assertion? Why or why not?

8. 8. How “new” is media inHow “new” is media in
Christianity? Given how many timesChristianity? Given how many times
Christianity has adapted to newChristianity has adapted to new
media patterns and tools, why aremedia patterns and tools, why are
we asking these questions now?we asking these questions now?


